Performance analysis of the protective effects of bicycle helmets during impact and crush tests in pediatric skull models
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Object. Bicycle accidents are a very important cause of clinically important traumatic brain injury (TBI) in children. One factor that has been shown to mitigate the severity of lesions associated with TBI in such scenarios is the proper use of a helmet. The object of this study was to test and evaluate the protection afforded by a children’s bicycle helmet to human cadaver skulls with a child’s anthropometry in both “impact” and “crushing” situations.

Methods. The authors tested human skulls with and without bicycle helmets in drop tests in a monorail-guided free-fall impact apparatus from heights of 6 to 48 in onto a flat steel anvil. Unhelmeted skulls were dropped at 6 in, with progressive height increases until failure (fracture). The maximum resultant acceleration rates experienced by helmeted and unhelmeted skulls on impact were recorded by an accelerometer attached to the skulls. In addition, compressive forces were applied to both helmeted and unhelmeted skulls in progressive amounts. The tolerance in each circumstance was recorded and compared between the two groups.

Results. Helmets conferred up to an 87% reduction in so-called mean maximum resultant acceleration over unhelmeted skulls. In compression testing, helmeted skulls were unable to be crushed in the compression fixture up to 470 pound-force (approximately 230 kgf), whereas both skull and helmet alone failed in testing.

Conclusions. Children’s bicycle helmets provide measurable protection in terms of attenuating the acceleration experienced by a skull on the introduction of an impact force. Moreover, such helmets have the durability to mitigate the effects of a more rare but catastrophic direct compressive force. Therefore, the use of bicycle helmets is an important preventive tool to reduce the incidence of severe associated TBI in children as well as to minimize the morbidity of its neurological consequences.

(http://thejns.org/doi/abs/10.3171/2012.8.PEDS12116)
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Although several scientific advances have been observed in the clinical management of TBI in the pediatric population in recent years, preventive measures that might provide a significant impact on the epidemiology of severe TBI in this population have been relegated to a position of secondary importance, both in public policies and in the field of medical research.

Abbreviations used in this paper: BB = ball bearing; CPSC = Consumer Products Safety Commission; df = degrees of freedom; lbf = pound-force; TBI = traumatic brain injury.

According to a recent study involving 42,412 patients in which the prevalence of clinically important TBIs in children was evaluated, bicycle-related injuries are classified among those with increased risk of significant TBI after blunt head trauma, together with high-speed motor vehicle accident, impact a from high-speed projectile, and fall from a height or down stairs. Head injuries are the most common cause of serious disability and death in bicycle accidents. In one epidemiological study, head injuries were responsible for 32% of bicycle-associated emergency department visits, 67% of bicycle-associat-
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ed hospital admissions, and 62% of bicycle-associated deaths. Another population-based study of hospitalized brain-injured patients found that 7% of these injuries were bicycle-related.

During the 16-year period from 1990 to 2005, an average of 389,300 patients was seen annually in US emergency departments for bicycle-associated injuries, with hospitalization occurring in nearly 4% of the cases (approximately 14,700 annual admissions). More than 12% of these emergency department visits were the result of head injuries, and 34% of patients requiring subsequent hospitalization had head injuries. Furthermore, 1965 fatalities were ascribed to bicycle-related injuries during this interval; 40% resulted from head injury and an additional 28% were the result of multisystem trauma, many also involving head injury.

Bicycling in the US is a very popular form of recreation, fitness exercise, and transportation. Industry sources estimate that there were nearly 45 million persons of approximately 7 years of age who rode bicycles at least 6 times or more in 2008. Such a high level of child participation in bicycling implies a correlative number of falls and crashes, many of which may lead to serious injury to the rider.

The pediatric population seems to be disproportionately affected by bicycle-associated injury. This bias is probably commensurate with greater bicycle usage at this age. For example, 70% of all children between the ages of 5 and 14 years ride bicycles. In the series of cases treated between 1990 and 2005, 79% of bicycle-related injuries were in patients between the ages of 5 and 14 years. In another study, 68% of severe bicycle-associated head injuries occurred in riders younger than 15 years of age, whereas 29% occurred in those younger than 9 years of age.

One factor that several studies have shown to mitigate the risk and incidence of serious bicycle-related TBI is the proper use of a bicycle helmet. Bicycle helmets function to attenuate the energy transferred to the skull on impact by distributing this force. The efficacy of a bicycle helmet in the attenuation of impact and crushing situations can be roughly classified into 5 basic categories, as follows: 1) analyses of real-world events (for example, orthopedic injuries, bicycle accidents, or TBIs); 2) human volunteer experiments; 3) animal tests; 4) mathematical simulations; and 5) human cadaver studies.

Impact Testing

An impact test stand was fabricated to assess the efficacy of a bicycle helmet in the attenuation of impact acceleration rates on a human cadaver skull. This test apparatus comprised a precision rail and a carriage mounted on an I-beam with a welded base that permitted independent standing (Fig. 1 left). This setup allowed for the guided free fall of the test specimens.

Methods

Studies investigating biomechanical tolerance can be roughly classified into 5 basic categories, as follows: 1) analyses of real-world events (for example, orthopedic injuries, bicycle accidents, or TBIs); 2) human volunteer experiments; 3) animal tests; 4) mathematical simulations; and 5) human cadaver studies.

Although analysis of real-world events may provide important data about the mechanisms of injury as well as several other environment-associated factors, they usually provide little quantification of the actual biomechanical parameters (for example, forces) responsible for the injury being studied. Furthermore, in the case of accidental events, a broad range of healthy individuals (such as racing drivers or bicycle riders for example) should be monitored to obtain data related to the occurrence of such somewhat rare accidental events.

In relation to tests in human volunteers, because of ethical concerns these types of experiments are able to provide biomechanical data only on the “subinjury” levels, and therefore do not constitute a helpful tool for the domain of injury research. On the other hand, animal tests are able to provide both physiological and injury data. Nevertheless, precise scaling criteria to translate such results to the in vivo scenario are scarce.

The fourth option (mathematical simulations) has the unique ability to provide several parametric variables that may be analyzed simultaneously. Nevertheless, the validation of such results must necessarily be based on practical benchmark experiments.

In contrast, human cadaver experiments provide deterministic data because of the anatomical equivalency of the specimens with living individuals. Furthermore, based on the knowledge of the main forces involved in the injury pattern that is being evaluated, researchers may simulate benchmark situations that reproduce the occurrence of such forces. Therefore, to evaluate the protective effects of helmets, we validated an experimental setup that is able to test 2 important forces involved in bicycle accidents: “impact” and “crushing.”

Impact Testing

An impact test stand was fabricated to assess the efficacy of a bicycle helmet in the attenuation of impact acceleration rates on a human cadaver skull. This test apparatus comprised a precision rail and a carriage mounted on an I-beam with a welded base that permitted independent standing (Fig. 1 left). This setup allowed for the guided free fall of the test specimens.

We used pediatric skulls obtained in donors ranging from 8 to 10 years of age. This age was selected after a combined analysis of the standard deviation of skull weights obtained from donors ranging from 7 to 15 years. As skull weights were displayed in a Gauss curve, the 8- to 10-year interval was the one that provided the widest range of age with a still acceptable variation of the mean values (a variation calculated to achieve a p value of 0.05 in a comparative test simulated to evaluate 100 different random specimens).
Each skull was fitted with a commercially available representative children’s bicycle helmet (Bell Fraction Bike Helmet – Kids) and was individually strapped, upside down, onto the impact carriage attached to the test stand (Fig. 2). The skull and helmet assembly was then released into free fall from selected heights ranging from 6 in to 48 in onto a flat steel impact anvil. Acceleration, in negative G values, was measured to acquire the maximum resultant acceleration (the moment of impact). After impact, the skull was inspected for any visible damage. Damage was defined as any fracture or gross structural alteration that violated the macroscopic integrity of the skull. In cases in which no visible damage was detected, the helmet was changed for a similar one to eliminate the influence of possible fatigue or undetected microdamage to its structure that might influence the subsequent tests. Afterward the helmeted skull was strapped back onto the impact carriage, the drop height was progressively increased, and the procedure was repeated. In cases in which the skull was damaged after a trial, testing for that particular skull was terminated.

This procedure was repeated with an unhelmeted skull from drop heights ranging from 6 in to 48 in. Again, after each drop the skull was visually inspected for damage. Due to output limitations inherent to the accelerometer, measurement of unhelmeted drop heights above 9 in had to be suspended. Therefore, only test data for unhelmeted skulls subjected to 6-in and 9-in drops were used for comparative purposes, although tests at greater heights were still conducted to examine the resultant damage. The differences in the maximum accelerations experienced by the skull with and without a helmet at analogous drop heights were evaluated.

Data were analyzed using the statistical software SPSS (version 16; SPSS, Inc.). The mean accelerations, standard deviations, and standard error of the means were calculated for each helmet status of the 6-in and 9-in drop tests (Fig. 3). The independent samples t-test was used to examine for group differences. The authors used an inferential statistic (the Levene test) to assess the equality of variances between the populations of the 2 samples. In the 6-in drop test, equal variances were assumed because the F statistic of 7.782 was not significant (0.068). Therefore, we used the t value of 6.448 with 3 df, which is a statistically significant difference (p < 0.008). The mean differences and 95% confidence intervals were also interpreted. For the 9-in drop test, equal variances were not assumed (there is no variance in the unhelmeted skull drop data). Therefore, we used the t value of 185 with 1 df (p < 0.003). Again, the mean differences and 95% confidence intervals were interpreted.

Compression Testing

For further assessment of the protective effects conferred by a bicycle helmet, a compression test was developed. This test measured the ability of the helmet to shield a skull from damage in a crush situation. An apparatus that was appended to the side of the I-beam of the impact test stand was constructed for this purpose. This setup used a pneumatic air cylinder connected to an air compressor feeding 170 psi (Fig. 1 right). A platform
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was positioned under the air cylinder that allowed for the placement of the skulls being tested and a Kistler 5000-lb load cell (Type 9712A5000). Additionally, a pressure plate was fabricated to fit over the load cell (a transducer that is used to convert a force into electrical signal) to hold it horizontally with the platform. Therefore, this system was able to calculate the force applied to the transducer by providing an electrical output that was plugged into an algorithm to calculate the final applied force.

The test procedure comprised the individual placement of bicycle helmets on their sides on the platform and compressing them with the pneumatic cylinder while recording their load versus time parameters with the data acquisition system. This procedure was repeated for cadaver skulls fitted with a bicycle helmet and cadaver skulls without a helmet. Maximum tolerated loads for each scenario were then evaluated. Both impact and compression testing were conducted on the campus of Bradley University, Peoria, Illinois.

Results

Impact Testing

Figure 3 presents the mean results of all impact testing, and Table 1 demonstrates the results of the helmeted and unhelmeted 6-in and 9-in drops. The mean maximum resultant acceleration of the helmeted skull from the 6-in drops was 57 ± 8 G, and the corresponding mean maximum resultant acceleration for the unhelmeted skull at 6 in was found to be 440 ± 79 G (both values expressed as the mean ± SD). From these data it could be concluded that, at a drop height of 6 in, the unhelmeted skull experienced acceleration 7.7 times greater than the helmeted skull at the same height (t = 6.448, 3 df, p < 0.008).

The mean maximum resultant acceleration of the helmeted skull from the 9-in drops was 117 ± 3 G (mean ± SD). When unhelmeted, all 9-in drop tests registered acceleration of 487 G. Because 487 G was our upper limit value, the actual mean maximum resultant acceleration was at least 487 G. Therefore, the unhelmeted skull ex-

![Fig. 2. Photograph of the standard children’s bicycle helmet used in the experiment (left). For data analysis the authors used a computer software program (right) that was capable of calculating mean accelerations, standard deviations, and the standard error of the means for each helmet status of the 6-in and 9-in drop tests.](image)

![Fig. 3. Bar graph showing the mean maximum resultant acceleration (G) of helmeted and unhelmeted cadaver skulls during impact testing.](image)

| TABLE 1: Impact attenuation performance of children’s bicycle helmets at 6-in and 9-in drop heights* |
|---|---|---|
| Variable | 6-In | 9-In |
| unhelmeted drop test | | |
| no. of drop trials | 3 | 2 |
| mean max acceleration (G) | 440 | 487 |
| SD | 79 | 0 |
| SEM | 46 | 0 |
| helmeted drop test | | |
| no. of drop trials | 2 | 2 |
| mean max acceleration (G) | 57 | 117 |
| SD | 3 | 3 |
| SEM | 6 | 2 |
| acceleration reduction | 87% | >76% |
| statistical analysis | | |
| t value | 6.448 | 185 |
| df | 3 | 1 |
| p value | <0.008 | <0.003 |

* The maximum measurable output for acceleration was 487 G. Abbreviation: max = maximum.
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experienced acceleration at least 4.2 times greater than the helmeted skull at the same height \( t = 185, 1 \text{ df}, p < 0.003 \).

In practical terms this would mean that, regarding the force of the head impact, using the helmet would transform an accident from a child riding a bike at approximately 30 mph (deceleration of 0.45 G) to approximately 7 mph (deceleration of 0.11 G)—both scenarios assuming crashes in which the velocities would be reduced to 0 mph in approximately 3 seconds. Minimization of head acceleration is important inasmuch as it can have direct clinical implications. It has been estimated, for example, that a head acceleration of 200 G correlates to an 80% likelihood of head injury involving skull fracture or intracranial hemorrhage. Unhelmed skull impact failure (that is, fracture) was observed in 2 skulls at 24-in and 30-in drops. Both failures occurred along the coronal suture.

**Compression Testing**

Evaluation of the helmet-only compression data showed initial cracking that occurred in the range of 100–200 lbf. The average cracking force was found to be 140 lbf. The skull and helmet assembly could not be crushed in the compression stand even under the maximum force experienced by the load cell (470 lbf). It could be seen during testing, however, that the helmets without the skull cracked at approximately 190 lbf. This is consistent with data from the compression testing provided by the manufacturer of the selected helmet used during the tests. The unhelmeted skull underwent catastrophic failure during testing, experiencing a maximum load of 520 lbf.

**Discussion**

Previous studies have already demonstrated that one of the most important variables involved in bicycle accidents is the initial impact force on the skull. Although crushing forces are more rare, they also deserve special attention, because bicycle helmets may provide a salvage resource in catastrophic events involving trapped victims under either natural elements (such as trees and stones) or other ones more common in the urban scenario (such as motor vehicles or concrete walls).

Nevertheless, it should be remembered that several other variables may be involved in TBI associated with bicycle accidents. For example, so-called angular acceleration forces may, even in the absence of an impact, result in diffuse axonal injury. Nevertheless such an important variable, which may in fact have a significant influence on the prognosis of pediatric TBI, is not particularly addressed by the use of helmets. In fact, depending on their weight, helmets might even make such an effect worse, because a significant increase in the total head/helmet weight tends to augment its momentum, increasing the risk not only of deceleration-related brain injuries but also of associated cervical spinal cord injuries.

There are also other types of forces that may be involved in pediatric TBI and for which helmets may offer significant protection, but which have no significant role in pediatric TBI involved in bicycle accidents. Examples of such a group are those forces associated with a sudden dislocation of air (leading to the so-called blast injuries).

In relation to the point of impact, although previous studies have found that the majority of nonfatal bicycle crashes resulted in frontal/temporal region injuries, due to methodological considerations the proposed drop test evaluated the impact force specifically at the top of the helmet. In relation to this fact, some specific considerations are opportune. According to the requirements of the American National Standards Institute for helmet manufacturers, the helmet strength should be uniform in all of its portions. Therefore, from the standpoint of the helmet, a single hit in any portion of its structure should be representative of hits of similar force in any other point.

The discussion about the impact point relies on the variability of effect of similar forces on the different bones of the skull. Theoretically it can be argued that an impact of the same force in the frontal bone might induce a significant fracture, whereas the same impact on the top of the head might not. Nevertheless, trying to reproduce an impact in the frontal portion of the skull requires a much more complex experimental setup, because in a drop test (the standard scenario used for such evaluations) the head would rotate after the impact. Therefore in such situations the values provided by the accelerometer would not be reliable to evaluate the impact force. Designing such experiments would require a much more sophisticated scenario because a force plate would be necessary to provide a more accurate measurement of impact.

Moreover, recent studies have suggested that the human temporoparietal region of the skull fractures similarly to the frontal and occipital bones because of their constitutional similarity (diploë sandwiched by the inner and outer tables). Therefore, fracture thresholds of the temporoparietal region (expressed in terms of parameters such as impact force) seem to overlap with those of other skull regions, although the mean force needed to fracture may be somewhat lower in some specimens compared with the frontal bone. Ultimately, because both the helmeted and unhelmeted skulls were subjected to impact in the same experiment, the comparative analysis between them should eliminate such variables and provide an accurate measure of the difference provided by the use of the helmet, although it would probably not reflect the absolute values.

In relation to the compression test, because most crush situations occur from lateral compression forces, the testing situation very accurately reflects the clinical scenario intended to be reproduced.

Another methodological consideration that must be taken into account when interpreting the results of the present study is the fact that, at any tested height, only one impact was allowed. It is important to understand that such an experimental setup, which evaluated a “one-hit” impact, may differ from real situations in which the head usually undergoes multiple sequential impacts. Nevertheless, because the aim of this study was to evaluate the capacity of the helmets, in terms of the force of the impact, to absorb and attenuate the most substantial impact (the first one), such secondary hits can be considered to have minimal influence on the structure of the helmet/skull assembly and, therefore, on the scientific question that our
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experiments proposed to answer. Importantly, only linear acceleration on a flat metal anvil (as opposed to other anvil shapes or surfaces) and not rotational acceleration was measured. Although not evaluated in the present study, rotational acceleration does have clinical implications in that it has been reported to cause neuronal injury due to the shearing forces experienced by neuronal tissue.17

In relation to the results of the impact tests, we were able to demonstrate that a children's bicycle helmet can provide measurable protection in terms of reducing by up to 87% of the linear acceleration experienced by a skull on the introduction of an impact force. Implicit in this performance is the diminution of this impact force's transmission to the brain. Additionally, the compression tests offered dramatic evidence attesting to the helmet’s durability via its mitigating effects on an otherwise catastrophic direct compressive force.

Despite the conclusively proven protection offered by bicycle helmets, usage rates remain abysmally low. National estimates report that bicycle helmet use among child bicyclists ranges from 15% to 25%.9 Bicycle helmet usage has many important public health implications. From a morbidity perspective, riders who do not wear bicycle helmets are at a 6.6-fold greater risk of head injury and an 8.3-fold greater risk of brain injury than bicyclists who do wear helmets (an 85% and 88% risk reduction, respectively).40

From a financial perspective, the US CPSC has estimated that approximately $6 billion is spent annually on medically attended bicycle-related injuries.17,33 The imputed cost per life lost in fatalities adds an additional $2 billion, for a total cost to society of $8 billion for bicycle-associated injuries and deaths. Just as bicycle helmet usage has been shown to mitigate head and brain injuries, it should be expected that increased bicycle helmet usage would reduce significantly the impressive costs that bicycle-associated injuries add to the national health care budget.

In a study that assessed the impact of the legislation on the frequency of helmet use in children involved in bicycle crashes who presented to a regional pediatric trauma center in Buffalo, New York, it was found that the recently implemented bicycle helmet safety law resulted in a 13-fold increase in the use of bicycle helmets among the children admitted to this hospital after bicycle crashes.36

In fact, it has already been shown that adherence to legislation may lead to a significant change in bicycle-related TBI. According to the Howard County health office, after the implementation of strict legislation the rate of bicycle helmet use by children in that location is now the highest documented for children in the US. It was estimated that a similar increase in helmet use among children younger than 16 years of age nationwide could prevent approximately 100 deaths and 56,000 head injuries treated in emergency departments annually.31

In a recent Cochrane review it was reported that bicycle helmet legislation appears to be effective in increasing helmet use and decreasing head injury rates in the populations for which it was implemented. However, this review concluded that there are still very few high-quality studies measuring such outcomes.32

Although all bicycle helmets sold in the US must comply with mandatory federal safety standards set forth by the US CPSC, manufacturers can seek certification according to other more stringent standards.1,2,10,38 Despite the plethora of worldwide standards that exist, those helmets that perform with a very low G-force measurement in drop tests similar to those conducted in this study are deemed most effective at impact force attenuation.

It should be noted that in our testing we used only one children's bicycle helmet model, and therefore the performance of this helmet may not be broadly extrapolative to other models. Inasmuch as there are a variety of comparable helmet models with varying characteristics (that is, liner foam thickness and density, outer shell stiffness, retention system design), it is reasonable to assume that a continuum of performance exists among models on the market.7 Although in this initial pilot study no attempt was made to undertake comparative testing between a broader range of helmets, the next step in this line of research is to test several of the helmet models available in the market and compare their properties in relation to the values obtained in this initial pilot study.

In an effort to participate in the promotion of bicycle helmet usage, our testing was recorded on video, and the footage has been incorporated into a public service announcement video advocating the use of bicycle helmets. The dramatic protective effect afforded to the skull by the helmet is demonstrated in this promotional film (Video 1).

**Video 1.** Clip showing a public service video created for a local community campaign aiming to increase the adherence to bicycle helmet usage laws among the pediatric population. The video depicts the remarkable difference between helmeted and unhelmeted skulls in the compression test. Click here to view with Media Player. Click here to view with Quicktime.

There is a plan for the near future to televise this video as well as to use it in an Internet-based context as part of an effort to support a local campaign of bicycle helmet usage, with particular emphasis on the pediatric population. As other studies have already demonstrated, such community-wide campaigns can significantly increase the use of bicycle helmets among children and provide a meaningful impact in the prevention of bicycle-associated head injuries.14,26,30,32

**Conclusions**

Children's bicycle helmets provide measurable protection in terms of attenuating the acceleration experienced by a skull upon the introduction of an impact force. Moreover such helmets possess the durability to mitigate the effects of a more rare, but catastrophic direct compressive force. Therefore, the use of bicycle helmets constitutes an important preventive tool to reduce the incidence of TBI in children and to minimize its associated morbidity.
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